
Growing demand for digital services

Individuals, communities, and businesses alike are expecting more from government agencies.

And as they become increasingly digitally-savvy, they need government services that improve

transparency and reduce compliance costs. By designing services around the way your

customers live and work, your agency can respond to customer expectations and deliver

excellent customer service. 

For government agencies, this means adopting solutions that:

Reduce administrative tasks to allow staff to spend time assessing and processing. 

Enable staff to respond to requests quickly and efficiently. 

Engage customers through channels that suit them, with access available at any time.

Streamline the way customers interact with all levels of government, reducing double

handling and errors when submitting information and obtaining approvals.

Supports agility and enables continuous improvement for your agency.

Meets security and privacy requirements.

With the Objective RegWorks Gateway, you can adopt a solution that transforms the way you

engage with customers and deliver a seamless end-to-end digital experience.

Accelerate digital service delivery

As an extension of Objective RegWorks, the Gateway delivers a customer-centric digital

experience for your regulatory workflows. Offering secure access to customer specific details,

it helps improve operational efficiency with direct data capture of information from the customer.

Information feeds directly into existing systems, creating automatic workflows ready for

processing on your team’s dashboards. 

With the Gateway, customers can:

Complete submissions such as applications, incident notifications, complaints, and

data submissions online.

Check on the status of their submissions and enquiries.
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Online self-service for
customers.

Deliver a seamless
customer
experience

HIGHLIGHTS

Seamless end-to-end

customer service: give

customers a single point of

contact for all their service needs. 

Works directly with existing

systems: automatically create

workflows for your teams to triage

and process. 

Design services around your

customer: provide an intuitive

digital experience that improves

customer service and reduces the

regulatory burden.

Design services around the way your customers live and work to deliver excellent customer service and
reduce the regulatory burden. 



Search for the latest information and updates from your agency.

Upload additional information.

Confirm dates for the next expected action.

Access all correspondence and documentation in relation to their enquiry. 

Make payments that feed directly into existing payment systems. 

Key benefits

Better manage customer enquiries

Agencies can use Gateway to manage customer enquiries and collect payments, helping to

reduce the time spent communicating with customers. 

Design services around the customer

An intuitive digital experience that improves the customer experience and reduces the regulatory

burden. 

Establish a single point of contact

Provide customers with a single point of contact for all their service needs. 

Create a seamless experience

Include your agency logo and embed into your website for a seamless look and feel for your

customers.

Adopt an end-to-end solution

Create an end-to-end business processes with submissions appearing automatically in your

team's work queues. Customers are automatically kept up-to-date with your progress and

responses.

Track and improve approval times

With a 360 degree view of customer history, relevant information and any risks are presented

in one place to enable faster and more transparent decisions.

Reduce rework

Online smart forms with built-in data validation, pre-population, and automatic look-ups with

other systems help capture clean data from the outset. Reduced errors and incomplete

submissions help save time and money.
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Digital Government.
Stronger Communities.

We create software that makes a difference.

Innovation is our lifeblood. We invest significantly in the ongoing
development of our products to deliver outstanding solutions to
the public sector and regulated industries.

Using Objective software, thousands of public sector organisations
are developing policies with impact, accelerating processes and
delivering innovative services.

The result, stronger national and community outcomes; and
accountability that builds trust in government.

We help organisations shift to being completely digital. Where our
customers can work from anywhere; with access to information,
governance guaranteed, and security assured.
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